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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
TECHNICAL NOTE D-1870 
AN INVESTIGATION O F  RESONANT , NONLINEAR, NONPLANAR 
FREE SURFACE OSCILLATIONS OF A FLUID* 
by R .  E .  Hutton** 
SUMMARY 
A theoretical investigation was conducted of the motion of fluid in 
a tank subjected to la te ra l  harmonic vibration at  a frequency in the 
neighborhood of the lowest resonant frequency of the mass of fluid. The 
investigation indicates that nonplanar fluid motion is due to a nonlinear 
coupling between fluid motions paral le l  and perpendicular to the plane 
of excitation, and that this coupling takes place through the f r ee  surface 
waves. 
using a cylindrical tank about 12  inches in diameter  and partially filled 
with water to a depth of about 9 inches. The tank was translated along 
a diameter  at  selected frequencies in the immediate neighborhood of 
the natural frequency of small ,  f ree-  surface oscillations. Three  types 
of fluid motion were observed: stable planar,  stable nonplanar ( rotary) ,  
and unstable (swirling).  
monically with peak wave height and one stationary nodal diameter  pe r -  
pendicular to the direction of excitation. 
the fluid moved harmonically with a constant peak wave height and one 
nodal diameter  that rotated at  constant speed around the tank. 
These theoretical  conclusions were experimentally confirmed 
In stable planar motion, the fluid moved ha r -  
In stable nonplanar motion, 
In unstable 
* 
Motion picture supplement L-770 has been prepared and is  available on 
loan. A request card and a description of the  f i l m  are included a t  the 
back of t h i s  document. 
The author wishes t o  express h is  appreciation t o  Professor J. Miles, 
who acted as a consultant during t h i s  study, fo r  h i s  valuable assistance 
in  guiding t h i s  work. 
** 
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motion the fluid never attained a steady-state harmonic response; peak 
wave height and nodal diameter rotation rate and direction changed 
constantly. 
The frequency regimes of the different types of motion which are 
possible in the neighborhood of the lowest natural frequency, fll, of 
small free-surface waves were as follows: 
1) Stable planar motion is possible except in a narrow 
frequency band roughly centered about 
Stable nonplanar motion is possible in a band 
bounded below by file 
3) No stable motion, either planar or nonplanar, is 
possible in  a f in i te  frequency region just below 
fll. 
2) 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been widely observed that when a container of fluid having 
a free surface is subjectedto a transverse harmonic vibration over some 
frequency ranges, the fluid does not necessarily respond with steady- 
state harmonic motion in which there is one stationary nodal diameter 
perpendicular to the direction of excitation. Rather, a wave may be set 
up which rotates around the tank harmonically or nonharmonically, even 
though the forcing motion is harmonic. 
persists over a range of forcing frequencies centered about the natural 
frequency of s m a l l  amplitude free surface waves. 
The rotating yave phenomenon 
Specifically, the behaviour of a free-surface fluid in a container 
undergoing transverse harmonic vibration of increasing frequency is 
as follows. 
below the lowest natural frequency, fll, of small, free-surface oscil- 
lations, the steady-state fluid motion is harmonic with a constant peak 
wave height and a single nodal diameter perpendicular to the direction 
of excitation. 
increases. 
When the container is excited at a frequency appreciably 
As the excitation frequency is increased, the wave height 
At a frequency a little less than fll, the nodal diameter 
begins to rotate at a nonsteady rate  and with a varying peak wave height. 
This unstable swirling motion pe r s i s t s  up to a frequency a little above 
the natural frequency, where once again the steady- state fluid motion 
is harmonic with constant peak wave height and a fixed nodal diameter 
perpendicular to the direction of excitation. An additional increase in 
excitation frequency f rom this stable point reduces the wave height 
until the cycle begins again a s  the next resonant frequency i s  
approached. 1 
In addition to  harmonic planar motion and nonharmonic swirling 
motion, there  is a third,  which in this report  is called harmonic non- 
planar motion. In the steady s ta te ,  it is characterized by a constant 
peak wave height and a single nodal diameter which rotates  at a constant 
rate. 
below by f l  1.  
Harmonic nonplanar motion occurs in a frequency range bounded 
According to  the l inear  approximations usually employed, a f r ee  
surface fluid in a container undergoing t ransverse  harmonic vibration 
should exhibit a steady- s ta te  planar harmonic motion at  all frequencies 
except resonance. 
motions occur has  lead investigators’ to suggest that nonlinear and 
viscous effects plan an important role.  However, no extensive studies 
have been conducted to resolve this problem. 
that the ro ta ry  and swirling motion can be accurately predicted in an 
inviscid liquid i f  the analysis includes the appropriate nonlinear effects. 
The fact that harmonic nonplanar and unstable 
The following work shows 
SYMBOLS 
a = tank radius 
n a = coefficients in kinematic f ree-  surface condition, Equation (A.5) 
a = coefficients in kinematic free- surface condition, 
Equation (A .  6) mn 
t 
Superscript  numericals re fer  to references at the end of this repor t .  
4 
b = coefficients in dynamic free surface condition, 
Equation ( A .  8) mn 
c = amplitude perturbation coefficients, Equation ( A .  42)  i 
d = matrix elements defined in Equation ( A . 4 4 )  mn 
f = f i r s t  slosh mode generalized amplitude coefficients, 
Equation ( A .  23) n 
f = natural  frequency of the mn’th sloshing mode, cps mn 
g = acceleration of gravity = 386 in / sec  
h = fluid depth 
- . .. 
i, j = unit vectors along x, y axes,  Figure 1 - * --t 
i = unit vectors along r ,  8 ,  z axes,  Figure 1 
= parameters  defined in Equation ( A .  36) 
r”e’  z 
kn’ kno 
i 
m , n  = integer subscripts referring to the mn’th mode 
= natural  frequency of the mn’th sloshing mode, 
r ad / sec  Pmn 
+ q = fluid velocity vector 
r = fluid particle radial  coordinate 
t = t ime 
x1 = tank displacement 
x = tank velocity 1 
A , B = velocity potential generalized coordinate mn mn 
A A A A  
Amn, mn mn’ mn 
B ,C D = velocity potential generalized coordinates, 
Equation ( A .  30) 
B = f ree-  surface boundary condition parameter  , 
Equation ( A .  12) n 
F 
G 
= expansion coefficients defined by Equation (A .38a)  
= functions defined by Equation (12)  
1 
n 
5 
H = function defined by Equation ( 1  3) 
A 
H n 
I 
= parameters  defined by Equation ( A .  36) 
= integrals defined by Equation ( A .  36) 
n 
In = integrals defined by Equations ( A .  32) and ( A .  36) 
q m  
J = Besse l  function of the f i rs t  kind of order  m m 
K = parameter  defined by Eq.uation ( A .  36) 
K = parameters  defined by Equation ( A .  32) 
= parameters  defined by Equation ( A .  38b) 
K , K = parameters  defined by Equation ( A .  38a) 
K , K4 = parameters  defined by Equation ( A . 4 1 )  
0 
K 1 O '  K20 
1 2  
3 
M = determinants defined by Equation (A.47) and ( A .  54) 
= parameter  defined in Equation ( A .  36) 
n 
mn a 
y = velocity potential function steady- state amplitude, 
Equations ( A .  39a) and ( A .  40a) 
E = tank velocity amplitude 
6 =. tank displacement amplitude 
0 
= velocity potential function steady- state amplitude, 
Equation ( A .  40a) 
q = wave height 
8 = cylindrical coordinate sys tem coordinate 
X = perturbation parameter  in Equation ( A . 4 2 )  
A , A = roots of perturbation character is t ics  equation 
1 2  
4 
X = roots of J (Amna) = 0 mn 
v = transformed frequency, Equation ( A .  19) 
T = transformed t ime,  Equation ( A .  19) 
6 
th $I = k derivative of velocity potential function 
evaluation on z = 0,  Equation ( A . 4 )  
o = angular forcing frequency of tank motion 
r = function defined in Equation (A .  1) 
@ = total  velocity potential function 
d 
= disturbance velocity potential function 
n,n,S22n = parameters  defined by Equation ( A .  31) 
x , Jr = disturbance potential functions defined by 
(A.  18), ( A .  23) a d  (A.  27a, b) n n  
ANALYSIS 
The object of this investigation i s  to determine the response of a 
fluid contained in a cylindrical tank which is undergoing la te ra l  harmonic 
vibration in the neighborhood of the lowest natural  frequency of small ,  
free surface waves. In this section the main steps in the analytical 
derivation are presented, with the algebraic details relegated to  the 
appendix. 
Figure 1 i l lustrates the geometry and coordinate sys tem which is 
used in the analysis.  
x z -plane only and this motion is denoted by x ( t ) .  The r ,  8, z coor- 
dinate sys tem moves with the tank with the plane z = 0 coinciding with 
the quiescent f r ee  surface.  
The tank is assumed to be forced in the fixed 
0 0  1 
Throughout the analysis it will be assumed that the fluid is 
incompressible,  inviscid, initially irrotational and that the only body 
7 
force is that of gravity,  which is oriented along the negative z-axis .  
Under these assumptions the fluid velocity vector can be writ ten as 
+ q =  v@ 
where the velocity potential function 
moving coordinates,  r ,  8,  z. If @ is written as the sum of adis turbance 
is expressed in t e r m s  of the 
potential function 6 and a function accounting for the tank motion, i .e. 
then under the above assumptions the boundary value problem t o  be 
considered can be  stated as 3 
and 
The dots above x1 represent  t ime derivatives and the subscr ipts  
t ,  r ,  6 ,  and z respectively.  The first equation of (3 )  requi res  that the 
disturbance velocity potential function satisfy Laplace Is equation which 
is a l inear  par t ia l  differential equation. The dynamic condition, Equation 
(4) ,  is Bernoulli 's  equation with the p r e s s u r e  set  equal to ze ro  on the 
f r ee  surface z = '1. The kinematic condition, Equation (5), is simply a 
statement that a fluid par t ic le  on the f ree  surface has  the same ver t ical  
velocity as the f r ee  sur face .  
8 
It is to be noted that the only nonlinear character  of this boundary 
value problem enters  through the free-  surface boundary conditions on 
z = q. 
a r e  neglected under the assumption that the wave height and fluid velocities 
a r e  small, and then, these linerized free-  surface conditions a r e  satisfied 
on the undisturbed f ree  surface z = 0 .  However, when the tank is driven 
at  or  near the lowest resonant frequency f l  1, the wave height and fluid 
velocities a r e  not small, and i t  is essential  that the nonlinear t e r m s  in 
Equation (4) and (5) be taken into account. 
In a l inear analysis,  the nonlinear t e r m s  in Equation (4) and ( 5 )  
Since the f r ee  surface z = q is an unknown in the problem, the 
free-  surface boundary conditions a r e  combined in the appendix into one 
boundary condition in which the wave height q has been eliminated. Thus, 
the boundary value problem to be considered can be restated a s :  
6, = O o n  z = -h 
Z 
- ' = O o n  r = a  
@r 
and 
(7) 
4 B1 + B2 t B3 + O(q ) = 0 
B defined in the appendix, depend only upon 
1 '  B2' 3' ~ where the t e r m s  B 
the velocity potential function ni, and i t s  derivaties,  a l l  evaluated on the 
undisturbed free-surface z = 0,  and also upon the prescr ibed tank 
displacement x l ( t ) .  The tank displacement is taken a s  
x ( t )  = E sinb>t 1 0 
9 
with E 
frequency p 
problem (6)  and ( 7 )  is posed in the form 
"small" and o close to o r  equal to  the lowest sloshing natural 
0 
..4 steady state harmonic solution to boundary value 11' 
1 3 -7 ( r )  cos 3wt + x ( r )  s in  3wt 3 
w h e r e  E = WE 
(6) identically with only +l  and x1 depending upon t ime.  
r means dependence upon r ,  8, and z. 
which satisfies (6) exactly is 
is the peak tank velocity and the functions x n, +n satisfy 
0 
The notation 
-+ A set  of normal sloshing modes 
where the J 
m = 0 , 1 , 2 ,  - - 
obtained f rom the zeros  of Jm (Xmna). 
depend only upon t ime and a r e  called the generalized coordinates of the 
mn'th mode. The natural  frequency of small ,  f ree-  surface oscillations 
in the mn'th mode is denoted by pmn. 
tank is harmonically translated at  a frequency close to o r  at  the lowest 
natural  frequency associated with the J mode, p1 1,  the generalized 
coordinates A and B dominate a l l  other generalized coordinates. 11 11 
F o r  this reason, the f i r s t  o rder  t e r m s  of (8) contain the f i r s t  J 
only and x 
a r e  Besse l  functions of the f i r s t  kind and of order  m 
, and Xmn a r e  an infinite set  of numbers for each m 
I 
The functions Amn(t) and Bmn(t) 
In this problem, in which the 
1 
mode 
1 
and +1 a r e  taken in the appendix a s  1 
10 
r cosh [All(zth)1 
cosh ill  lh i  G1 = !fl(r)  cos 8 t f 3 ( r )  s in  01 J1(Xllr) 
J 
cash ' A  (z th) ,  
x = [f2(t)  cos e t f ( t )  sin 2 J l ( h l l r )  I_ 1 1 J 1 4 coshiXllhi 
where the transformation 
T = -  1 213 ut ' p;l = w2 [ l  - V E  2/31 
2 €  
has  been introduced. The functions q~ and x depend upon the modes 
corresponding to J 
2 2 
and J 
0 2 only and their  definitions a r e  given in the 
appendix. 
In the appendix the t r i a l  solution (8) is introduced into the f ree-  
surface conditon (7)  and the t e r m s  of which E ' I3, c 2 1 3 ,  and E a r e  the 
coefficients a r e  set  equal to  z e r o .  
coefficient depends upon the f i r s t  J1 mode only and vanishes identically. 
The t e r m  of which E 2'3 is the coefficient depends upon the generalized 
coordinate of the f i r s t  J mode and the infinite set  of generalized coor- 
dinates of the Jo and J2 modes.  
equation is satisfied by expressing the generalized coordinates of J 
and J modes in t e r m s  of the J mode generalized coordinates.  The 
t e r m  of which E is the coefficient depends upon the f i r s t  J1 mode and 
coupling between the J1 mode and Jo and J2 modes.  
The t e r m  of which z is the 
1 
With Four ie r -Besse l  techniques, this 
0 
2 1 
The generalized coordinates of the Jo and J modes a r e  eliminated 2 
f r o m  the las t  equation by using the relations (obtained by setting equal 
to zero,  the t e r m  of which c 2 1 3  is the coefficient) between the generalized 
coordinates of the J1 mode and the Jo and J2 modes.  
equation depends only upon the f i r s t  J1 mode generalized coordinates.  
Next, the equation is satisfied in a Rayleigh-Ritz sense .  That is, the 
equation is f i r s t  multiplied by J1 cos 8 r d r  de and integrated over the 
f r ee  surface and is then multiplied by J1 s in  8 r d r  de and again integrated 
The resulting 
over the f r ee  surface 
11 
Both of these integrated equations have s h o t  and cos wt t e r m s .  
Requiring that the coefficients of each of the s in  wt and cos wt t e r m s  
vanish in both of these two integrated equations gives the nonlinear 
differential equations that the generalized coordinates f l ,  f2,  f3, f4, 
of the first J 
equations can be writ ten in a compact fo rm using Cartesian tensor  
summations and writing: 
mode must satisfy. This set  of f i r s t  o rder  differential 
1 
and 
where 
G1 = -H ,2  
G = H , l  
2 
4 \  
G3 = -H, 
G = H, 4 
H = F  f t - v f . t - K ( f f ) 2 - $ K 2 ( f 2 f 3 - f l f 4 )  1 1 2 
1 1  2 jJ 4 1 j j  
Subscripts following commas imply differentiation with respect  to the 
corresponding f and repeated subscr ipts  imply summation. The con- 
stante F1, K1, K2, which depend upon tank geometry only, a r e  defined 
in  the appendix. A Bteady state harmonic solution of the boundary 
value problem expresed in  Equations ( 6 )  and (7) corresponds to  the 
ze ros  of the four equations indicated in (11). 
found that there  a r e  two such solutions. 
motion and the solution is given by 
J 
In the appendix it is 
The f i r s t  is called planar 
f l = y  ; f 2 = f 3 = f 4 = 0  ( 1 4 4  
with 
12 
The second is called nonplanar motion and the solution is given by 
with 
The constants K3 and K a r e  a l so  defined in the appendix. In the 4 
appendix these two solutions are examined to determine whether they 
a r e  stable by imposing a slight perturbation f rom the steady state solution 
and investigating the subsequent motion. 
c r e a s e s  with t ime following the perturbation, the solution is called un- 
stable.  
appendix, where in the perturbat ion 
If the subsequent motion in- 
The analytical investigation of stability i s  ca r r i ed  out in the 
fi(T) = fi(') t c .  1 e X T  
is imposed. The '1') denote the steady s ta te  solution given by (14) and 
(15) with the disturbance ci assumed small. Introducing (16) into the 
set  (11) leads to an algebraic equation in A.  Any root A of this equation 
with a positive r ea l  pa r t  indicates a motion that grows with t ime and the 
corresponding solution is called unstable. 
given by (14) and (15) a r e  stable only over cer ta in  ranges of t ransformed 
forcing frequency v .  
unstable planar motion. 
predicts  that planar motion i s  not stable over a frequency band centered 
about v = 0 (o r  w = p 
It is found that the solutions 
Figure 2 summar izes  the regions of stable and 
F r o m  the figure it is noted that the theory 
11)' 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
The following numerical  calculations a r e  based on the theoretical  
resul ts  for the pa rame te r s  corresponding to the sloshing tes t s ,  which 
a r e  
13 
a = tank radius = 5,938 inches , 
h = water depth = 8.907 inches . 
With the values Xlla = 1.84119 and J1 ( k l l a )  = 8.581865, 
Equations (A.24) and A.38a): a r e  evaluated to be 
F1 = 8.53992 * “11 = 0.99205 
and 
= 10.897 r ad / sec  = 1.734 cps . p11 
In the evaluation of the coefficients K and K the infinite s e r i e s  t e r m s  1 2 
i n  Equations (A. 35a, b) a r e  approximated by their  f i r s t  five t e r m s .  To 
indicate what e r r o r s  this finite s e r i e s  approximation might cause,  the 
following facts a r e  cited. In the calculations of 8 and e,, which con- 
tr ibute to K and K2, the las t  th ree  t e r m s  were only about 1 percent of 
the first two t e r m s .  
1 
1 
The Besse l  function pa rame te r s  required to sum the finit& eer ie8 
obtained f r o m  Reference 4 a r e  presented in Table 1. 
The values in Table 1 a r e  used to compute the quantities defined 
by Equations (A. 31), (A. 32), (A. 36), and (A. 38a, b). The reeul ts  a r e  
presented in Table 2 .  
The amplitude-frequency relation for the planar motion is 
14 
The lower l imit  boundaries between stable and unstable motions are  
computed f rom ,Equations (A.49a, b) 
and 
= -0.1337 , 
The upper limit boundaries a r e  computed from Equation (A.50a,  b): 
and (19) 
v =  w2 - K 1 jFirll - = 0.06459 . 
K2 
The amplitude-frequency relation for  the nonplanar 
motion is 
2 - 1  6 2  v =  -K3y- l  t K4y = - 3 . 0 2 3 5 ~  t 4.0010 x 10- y (20)  
and 
2 5 -1  
= y t 6 . 2 3 0 5 ~ 1 0  y . 
Stability of the steady-state nonplanar solution is determined by 
examining the roots of Equation (A.53),  namely: 
15 
4 2 
A t (M3 t M4)X t M5M6 = 0 , (22) 
where the coefficients a r e  obtained from (A.56) and a r e  found to  be 
3 5 = 7.5148 x l0- loy(y  t 3.5699 x 10 ) , 
- 1  3 5 3  5 = 2.5677 x y (y t 6 . 2 3 0 5 ~ 1 0  )(y t 3 . 7 7 8 4  x 10 ). 
(23)  
Stability calculations for the nonplanar motion are summarized in 
Table 3 .  
The computed resu l t s  for this numerical  example a r e  presented 
in Figures 3 through 8 .  Figure 3 i s  a plot of Equation (17)  showing the 
relation between y and v for the harmonic planar motion and indicating 
the corresponding ranges of stable and unstable motion. 
a plot of Equation (20), showing the relation between y and v for the 
harmonic nonplanar motion; the ranges of stable and unstable motion 
a r e  indicated, as well as the range in which the solution is imaginary.  
In Figure 5,  the plot of 5 versus  v for this same nonplanar motion is 
derived f r o m  Equations (20 )  and ( 2 1 ) .  Figure 6 is a plot of y ver sus  
v ,  showing only the stable branches of F igures  3 and4. 
the unstable regions for both the planar and nonplanar motions as 
functions of the peak tank velocity, E ,  and the tank displacement f r e -  
quency, w/2rr. 
equation 
Figure 4 is 
Figure 7 shows 
These curves a r e  computed f rom the transformation 
16 
= o ( 1 - v c  2 2/3) 
p11 
fo r  the value of p 
Equation (24) requires  the limiting values of v .  
rating stable and unstable regions for the planar motion a r e  shown in 
Figure 3 and a r e  given in Equations (18) and (19) as v = -0.1337 and 
v = 0.06459. 
for  the only stable nonplanar motion, which is for y =- 0, is shown in 
Figure 4 and is  tabulated in Table 3 as v = -0.03027. 
these values into Equation (24) and solving for E as a function of o / 2 ~  
provides the data used to plot the curves in Figure 7. 
plot of the approximate planar motion stability boundary as a function 
of the dimensionless ratios f / f  and c0/a.  These curves approximate 
the stability boundary for a tank in which the fluid depth is grea te r  
than the tank radius,  in which case ,  the stability boundary is near ly  
independent of the fluid depth. 
figure were developed in the following manner:  F i r s t  by referr ing to 
Equations (A. 36), (A. 38a, b), (A.  49b) and (A. 50b) it is noted that the 
instability l imits  a r e  approximately proportional to 
= 10.897 rad /sec  = 1.734 cps .  An evaluation of 
The l imits  of v sepa- 
11 
The value of v separating stable and unstable regions 
Substituting 
Figure 8 is a 
11 
The expressions used to construct this 
That is 
o r ,  introducing the proportionality constants c and c gives U e 
- 1 / 3  -1 /3  
v U = cu(ga) and v I = c,(ga) 
F o r  a = 5.938 and g = 386 the upper and lower stability limits are found 
t o  be vu = -0.1337 and v I  = 0.06459 so that cu and c become I 
1 c = -1.764 * 1 c . =  0.852 U 
17 
Using Equation (A.  19) the rat ios  of driving frequency to the lowest 
natural  sloshing frequency can be written 
2 1 3  3 5 1 t V €  1 
= 1 - V E 2 ‘  
for V E  2’3 -=e 1. Since 
the upper and lower stability limits can be approximated by the 
express  ions 
These were  the equations used to  develop Figure 8 .  
Experimental  Resul ts  and Comparison with Theoretical  Predict ions 
The sloshing tes t s  for verification of the theoretical  work of 
this investigation were  conducted in the Space Technology Laborator ies  
slosh tes t  facility, shown in Figure 9 .  
rigid, lightweight tank platform supported so as to allow only a single 
translation degree of freedom. 
ended positioning s t ru ts  oriented to  eliminate rotation about any axis 
and to  make negligible any translation other than that along the la te ra l  
dr ive axis .  This design resu l t s  in a very rigid platform possessing a 
high resonant frequency compared with the slosh frequency being 
investigated. 
r igid.  
This facility consis ts  of a 
This is accomplished by long, flexure- 
The dr ive mechanism and its  platform a r e  a l so  very  
18 
The sinusoidal la teral  oscillation of the slosh-tank platform is 
accomplished with a scotch-yoke mechanism connected to  a heavy, 
variable-speed dr ive.  The amount of eccentricity of the dr ive stud 
can be prese t  to produce a peak-to-peak s t roke length up to 1 inch. 
While the dr ive motor is running, the dr ive stud can be moved rapidly 
f r o m  center (no s t roke)  to  p re se t  s t roke position to s ta r t  l a te ra l  exci- 
tation. 
frequency. 
Thus, the amount of excitation can be varied at any selected 
A cylindrical tank about 12 inches in diameter ,  partially filled 
with water to a depth of about 9 inches, was used for the t e s t s .  
was conducted in the following manner .  
E was set  and was left constant for  the ent i re  t e s t .  Then the tank 
was driven at a des i red  frequency and when steady- state conditions 
appeared to be established, the frequency and wave height were read  
and the fluid behavior noted. 
Testing 
The amplitude of tank motiori, 
0’ 
The driving frequency was measured by sensing the rotational 
speed of the scotch-yoke dr ive and recording this speed on a Berkeley 
freqeuncy me te r .  
ured by placing a dial indicator beside the tank in the plane of tank 
motion and observing the extreme positions of the dial  indicator needle. 
The wave height was measured by reading a 6-inch scale  (graduated 
in hundredths of an inch) attached to  the Plexiglas tank in the plane of 
the tank motion and zeroed on the quiescent water level.  The e r r o r  
of the three  measurements  is estimated to be as follows: dr ive f r e -  
quency, w/2v = *0.004 cps;  tank amplitude, E = *0.0005 inch; wave 
height was more  difficult to read  and the probable wave height e r r o r  
was *O. 2 inch.)  
The tank peak-to-peak amplitude ( 2 ~ ~ )  was meas-  
0 
Three  types of fluid motion were  noted: stable planar ,  stable 
nonplanar, and unstable. Stable planar motion is a steady-state fluid 
motion with a constant peak wave height and a stationary single nodal 
diameter perpendicular to the direction of excitation. 
motion is a steady-state ro ta ry  fluid motion with a constant peak wave 
Stable nonplanar 
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height and a single nodal diameter that rotates  at a constant speed. 
This motion has  the appearance of a surface wave traveling around 
the tank at a constant speed and in a single direction. 
is a swirling fluid motion that never attains a steady-state harmonic 
response;  the peak wave height and nodal diameter  rotation ra te  and 
direction continually change with t ime .  
motion may build up and then decay; it may rotate first in one direction, 
then stop, and rotate  the other way. At t imes ,  the wave may slosh 
for  severa l  cycles in a plane perpendicular to the plane in which the 
tank is being driven, then rotate  around and slosh in the dr iven plane 
for severa l  cycles .  
Unstable motion 
The surface wave in unstable 
To locate the limits of the planar motion instability region, the 
f i r s t  tes t  reading w a s  made at a frequency in the stable region well 
below the instability region. 
the driving frequency was increased.  
again established, the wave height and fluid behavior were again r e -  
corded. 
the point where planar motion became unstable, indicating the lower 
limit of the unstable planar region. With this boundary established, 
the driving frequency was increased above the natural  frequency to a 
frequency in the upper stable planar region, and the steady-state wave 
height was  recorded.  This p rocess  was repeated, reducing the fre-  
quency each t ime,  until the upper l imit  of the unstable region was 
located. 
After the f i r s t  reading was recorded 
When steady-state motions were  
This p rocess  was continued until the frequency was ra i sed  to  
After the planar motion exploration was completed, the stable 
nonplanar motion w a s  investigated. 
above the natural  frequency and overlapped a frequency range in which 
stable planar motions had been observed. 
This motion occurred pr imar i ly  
To verify fur ther  that both planar and nonplanar motions could be 
stable within a common frequency range,  the following tes t  was c a r r i e d  
out. With the fluid at r e s t ,  the tank motion was s tar ted.  When a 
steady-state condition' at a selected frequency was reached the fluid 
20 
w a s  observed to assume stable planar motion. 
tained this stable motion, a paddle was inserted into the tank and the 
motion w a s  deliberately perturbed into a random behavior. 
paddle was removed, the water motion sometimes settled back into the 
original planar mode, and at  other t ime became nonplanar . Obraerva- 
tions of the la t ter  cases  indicated that this nonplanar mode was indeed 
a stable motion which would continue until the driving motion was 
changed. 
possible at a single driving frequency. 
several  repetitions of this experiment is that the nonplanar mode r e -  
quires  the addition of energy into the system, 
While the w a t e r  main- 
When the 
This tes t  thus demonstrated that both stable motions were 
A possible conclusion f rom 
Additional testing verified the existence of a finite region of un- 
stable motion below the natural  frequency. 
harmonic steady- state motions were found. 
In this region, no stable 
The data taken during these tes t s  a r e  summarized in Figures  10, 
11, and 12. 
planar motion peak wave height data for various tank driving fre- 
quencies. 
the nonplanar motion peak wave height for a driving amplitude of 0.032 
inches. Figure 12 is a plot of the data of Figure 10 when the frequency 
is transformed by the equation 
Figure 10 i s  a plot of faired curves through the observed 
Figure 11 shows a faired curve through the tes t  data of 
and the wave height is divided by This scaling was suggested by 
the theoretical  investigation 
In Figure 13, the predicted stable and unstable planar and non- 
planar regions of Figure 7 a r e  compared with the test data.  
indicates that the predicted boundaries of the instability region agree  
closely with the experiment f D r  small values of E .  
Figure 13 
Poore r  agreement 
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for the nonplanar motion stability boundary is not surprising because 
of the difficulty of visually detecting the point at which the fluid motion 
changes character ;  as the frequency is decreased, the transition is 
gradual f rom the steady-state harmonic nonplanar motion to the non- 
harmonic nonplanar motion existing in the instability region. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation has  attempted to provide an explanation for 
the motion of fluid in a partially filled tank when the tank is laterally 
vibrated over a frequency range centered at the lowest natural  fre- 
quency of smal l  f ree-  surface oscillations. The theoretical  studies 
outlined herein predicted the forcing frequency ranges on which there  
were  stable steady- s ta te  harmonic planar and nonplanar fluid responses 
and the range of frequencies in which no harmonic motions are stable.  
These studies have shown that the mechanism that causes the swirling 
fluid motion in the unstable regime and the ro ta ry  harmonic motion 
in the nonplanar regime is a nonlinear coupling of fluid motions paral le l  
with and perpendicular to the excitation plane. 
nonlinear coupling takes place through the free-surface waves and the 
observed fluid behavior can be predicted only i f  the higher-order terms 
in the .free- surface dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions a r e  
included in the analysis.  
It is evident that this 
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc . 
Redondo Beach, California, November 1, 1962 
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APPENDIX 
1.  F r e e  Surface Boundary Condition 
Since the free-surface height q is an unknown in the problem, 
i t  is desirable to replace the two free-surface conditions (4) and (5) by 
one equation that does not contain q. 
eliminate the par t ia l  derivatives of q occurring in Equation (5) by use 
of Equation (4).  Now, Equation (4) is of the form 
F i r s t ,  it will be convenient to  
. 
so that q is no longer an independent variable.  
t ives 7 
fact that 
e te r  7. 
Thus, the par t ia l  deriva- 
q to be obtained f rom Equation (A.  1) must reflect the t '  "r' e 
a lso depends upon r ,  8, and t through the free-surface param- 
F r o m  Equation (A. 1) it is determined that 
o r  
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where 
Since r is equal to r for  z = q ,  
Z T) 
If Equation (5) is multiplied by - (g t 
Equation (5) reduces to 
r ) and Equatione (A.  2) are used, 
N 2 - -  C I -  - 2- 2- 
att + gGz + 2ZrZrt + T Q ~ Q Q ~  + 2az z t  + 9, Q~~ + sz Q,, 
r 
.a .  k = - x r cos 8 t Z sin e - Q~ cos e 1 
on z =  q .  ( A .  3) 
Since the potential functions must be evaluated on z = q, Equation 
(A. 3) depends upon q 
implicitly and explicitly. 
between Equations (4) and (A. 3) ,  if these two equations are first ex- 
panded in a Taylor s e r i e s  in q about z = 0. 
implicitly and Equation (4) depends upon q both 
Now the wave height q can be eliminated 
By introducing the notation 
c1 
$k L Qk(r,  8 ,  z = 0, t )  , ( A . 4 )  
where the subscript  k represents  any order  of par t ia l  differentiation, 
the Taylor s e r i e s  expansions for Equations (A. 3) and (4) can be written 
in the forms 
24 
(A.  5) 2 3 a t alq t a2q t a3q t . . .  = 0 
0 
re spec tively , where 
' (A.7)  
a = aO0 + a o 1  + a  0 
a l  - a l l  + ' a l2  t a I 3  
a = a22 t a23 + 2 
I . . .  . . .  
and where 
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From Equations ( A . 6 )  and ( A . 7 ) ,  it i s  evident that the 
This is potential functions a r e  the-same o r d e r  as  the wave height. 
readily seen by neglecting the products of q and 8 in Equation(A. 6) ;  
then, the f i r s t  approximation becomes 
o r  
3 Hence, a t e rm such as b q 2  in Equation ( A . 6 )  i s  of order  q . 
Solving Equation ( A .  6) for r) yields 
2 
(A.  10) 
and upon substituting Equation ( A .  1'0) into (A. 5) ,  the resul t  becomes 
or 
Now, 
( A .  11)  
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and 
I so that Equation (A.  11)  becomes 
4 B1 t B2 t B3 + o(q ) = 0 9 
where 
( A .  12) 
8 ( A .  13) 
- 
B1 - a O O  ' 
a1 1boo 
a d o 1  a12b00 a l l  00 11 =2Zboo 
B 2 = a  - 
B 3 = a  - 
01 - g 
2 b b  
+E* 
f3 g 02 
In summary,  the problem statement in terms of disturbance 
potential functions with the higher -order  approximation for the free-  
surface condition becomes 
(A.  14) I 
( A .  15) 4 B 1 t B 2 t B 3 t O ( ~ )  = 0 on z = 0 ,  
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2 .  Steady-State Harmonic Solution 
In this section, a steady-state solution to boundary value problem 
[Equations ( A .  14) and ( A .  15)] i s  derived for the case  where the tank 
displacement motion is 
x1 = e sin ot  
0 
(A. 16) 
and the tank velocity is 
The solution, which is limited to the case  where E is small and the 
driving frequency o is close to o r  equal to the first slosh mode f re -  
quency p1 1 ,  is posed in the fo rm 
* 
I + t e [+3(7) cos 30t t x ( r )  sin 30t , 3 (A. 18) .
In the prel iminary efforts to  find a solution that was valid through 
third order  t e r m s ,  a solution which included only the J1 modes was 
f i r s t  posed. 
solution for the l inear problem, but is not adequate for the nonlinear 
problem. This work clearly showed that the fluid problem is related 
to the Duffing problem, in that two second o rde r  differential equations 
to be satisfied by the generalized coordinate A11 and B11 were  of the 
Duffing type and might be described as Duffing's equations generalized 
to two dimensions. However, more importantly, this work demonstrated 
that other Jm modes a r e  excited through nonlinear coupling of the free-  
surface waves. This coupling involved a coupling between the J1  modes 
and the other Jm modes that s tar ted with third-order  t e r m s  (only Jo and 
J2). It was also noted that the Jo and J2 modes had a steady- state 
response that was second harmonic in t ime.  
a s  a guide in posing the steady state solution of boundary value problem 
[Equations (A. 12) and (A .  131 in the fo rm given in Equation (A .  18). 
This ,  of course,  is sufficiently general  to obtain an exact 
These resul ts  were used 
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where + and x 
upon t ime.  The notation r means dependance upon r ,  8 ,  and z. 
satisfy Laplace's equation and only +1 and x1 depend n n -+ 
In this development, the a rb i t ra ry  potential functions, Gn and x 
a r e  chosen to identically satisfy Equation (A. 14). 
generalized coordinate associated with each of the potential functions 
is selected to  approximately satisfy free-surface condition Equa- 
tion (A. 15). 
out by f i r s t  introducing E uation (A. 18) into (A. 15) and then requiring 
that the coefficients of E lT3, c 2 / 3 ,  and E vanish for  a l l  time in a 
Rayleigh-Ritz sense. In the following work, it is noted that the coeffi- 
cient of E 'I3 contains sin ut and cos at terms; that the coefficient of 
€ 2'3 contains s in  2wt, cos 2wt t e rms ;  and t e r m s  independent of ut; and 
finally, that the coefficient of c contains s in  ot  and cos o t  t e r m s  and 
also higher harmonic te rms .  The approximation imposed is that these 
t e r m s  all vanish identically for the E 1/3 and E 2/3 t e r m s  and the first 
harmonic t e r m s  for E. 
n 
The t ime varying 
The approximate satisfaction of Equation (A. 15) is car r ied  
When these steps a r e  car r ied  out, the transformations 
1 y 3 , t  , p l l  2 2  = w (1  - YE 2/3) = z  
a r e  introduced where the lowest natural  frequency of small, f r ee  
surface oscillations, p is given by 11' 
(A.  19)  
(A. 20) 
and where k l 1  corresponds to the f i rs t  zero  of Jl'  ( A 1  l a ) .  
(A.  18) into (A.  15), using (A.  19), and then setting the coefficient of the 
E 1'3 t e r m s  equal to zero  yields 
Introducing 
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(g,,,le - pl12G1) cos ot  t (gxlz - p l l  2 xl) sin wt = o on z = o . ~ . 2 1 )  
For  these f i r s t -order  t e rms  to vanish for all time, it is 
necessary that 
2 2 
+1 and x = - p11 - p11 - -  
$1 2 g lz g x1 a (A. 22) 
Equation (A.  21) will be satisfied identically by choosing 
- cosh[Al l(z t h)] 
x1 = L f 2 ( T )  cos e t f4(T)  sin ~ J J , ( L , , ~ )  cash (Xllh) 
regardless  of the values of the generalized coordinates f providing i' 
(A.  24) 2 P11 = g l l l a l l  a l l  E tanh(Allh) . 
2 1  3 F o r  the second-order t e r m s  to vanish, the coefficient of E 
must vanish. 
in w t  and constant t e r m s  only. 
cos (2wt) and sin (2ot) t e r m s  equal to zero and using the relations 
The resulting equation contains second harmonic t e r m s  
Setting the constant t e r m  and the 
obtained f rom Equations (A.22) ,  reduces the three equations to 
= o ,  
$02 
(A .  26a) 
30 
(A.  26b) 
(A. 26c) 
Jr2, and x 2 a r e  selected to eatisfy 
0’ The arb i t ra ry  functions + 
Equations (A .  26a, b ,  c ) .  
will be satisfied identically. 
If \cI 0 is taken to be a constant, Equation (A.26a) 
If +2 and x 2 a r e  taken to be 
and 
a3 cosh[XOn(z t h] 
n= 1 onh) 
cosh ( A  = J ( X  r )  On 0 On x2 
where 
Jb(XOna)  = J;(AZna) = 0 , 
then Equations (A.  26b) and (A. 26c) can be satisfied by choosing the 
suitable generalized coordinates in Jr2 and x 2’ These generalized 
(A.  28) 
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, f3 ,  and f by intro- 1' f 2  4 coordinates can be expressed in t e r m s  of f 
ducing Equations (A. 23) and (A.  27a, b) into (A.  26b, c )  and applying the 
Fourier-Bessel  techniques in which the following orthogonality relations 
a r e  used: 
In this manner,  the generalized coordinates of the J 
can be expressed in t e r m s  of the f 
and J2 modes 0 
This process  yields i '  
( A .  30) 
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where 
n n n 
'01 "02 ' K0103 
R =  
2n 
52 
X a  11 
(A.  31) > 
The coefficient of z yields the third- order  t e r m s .  Third- order  
t e r m s  a r i se  f r o m  each of the boundary value t e r m s ,  B 1 ,  B2,  and B 3 .  
For  the third-order t e r m s ,  it is only required that the f i r s t  harmonic 
t e r m s  vanish. The f i r s t  harmonic t e rms  from B 1 a r e  
33 
'11 2 [ ( 3  dT - vjJl - r cos 
and the f i r s t  harmonic t e rms  from B a r e  
2 
J L 
(A .  33b) 
Similarly, there a r e  f i r s t  harmonic t e r m s  f rom B which a r e  3 
lengthly expressions and a r e  not presented because it is the integrals 
of B1, B2, and B 
Introducing Equations ( A .  23) into the expressions for B1, B2, and Bg 
and using Equations ( A .  30) to evaluate the contribution f rom B2 resul ts  
in the following integrals: 
that a r e  required in the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure.  3 
B1 cos 8 J1(Allr)r d r  d e  Io Io 
7 
a 
11 
34 
B1 sin 0 J1(Xl l r )r  dr  d e  !:r 
2 - 
- v11 J 1  2 (,,, dT - vf3)]cos w t  r:$ - 
2 2  
.pa -2n 
B2 cos 8 J l ( h l l r ) r  dr de  J, J, 
t f 2  2 t f 3  2 t f 4 ) G 1  2 4  
t f4(f2f3 - f l f 4 ) g J  cos w t  
B2 sin 0 J l ( h l l r ) r  dr  de  
l o  I o  
2 - v l l k 3 b ?  f Z  
-f2(f2f3 - flf4)&;l cos w t  
+ T 1 1  it 4 ( f 2 t f i  1 t f; t f,")al 
( A .  34b) 
( A .  34c) 
( A .  34d) 
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B cos 0 J1(Xllr)r  d r  de J:r 
1 2 2 - - apl$fl(l; t f 2  t f 3  t f i ) f i 1  
P I 1  2 f  2 (f 1 t f 2  t f 3  C "  + f (f f - flf4)H2 COS Ut - 4 2 3  'I 
(A.  34e) 
B3 s in  €9 J1(Allr)r d r  de I, I o  
( A .  34f) 
where 
r- 
(A-35a)  
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A A  n 1  n l  - '011'04 "2n122 'ZR2n124 - Z b l l a 2 n  11 2n 
1 2  
2 2n A l l  - - A  
. 2  
A - Tr "11 
kl - z z  k10 ' 
Kpl 1 
H1 = 3kl t k 2  , 
I- 
t a1 :(312 t 513 t 1515) t 3al 4 
12J , 
1 
kZO = KallZ(g12 t 413 t 1215 t 3 a l l  
1 
k30 = 2 Ka112(312 - 41 3 t 415 t a l l  
k40 = Kal:(312 t 413 t 415 t a l l  21$ 8 
(A.  35b) 
( A .  36) 
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1 K =  
(Xl12a2 - l)J:(hlla) 
2 2  a 
d‘ = *Io rJl(z) -dr J1 
d r  
4 uJ1 d u  
A l l a  
- J1 du 
U 
I4 =lo -j J1 4 du U 
= hit/ rJ1 4 d r  , 
J o  
dr 
0 
( A .  3 6 )  
(Cont. 
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Two ordinary differential equations a r e  obtained by introducing 
the potential function Equations ( A .  18) into ( A .  15) and then carrying 
out the I iayleigh-Ritz  procedure by first multiplying by J 1 ( X 1  l r )  
cos 0 r d r  dO and integrating over 0 5 r -E a and 0 rc- 8 5 2.n, then 
multiplying by J I (Xl l r )  sin O r  d r  de and integrating throughout the 
same region. 
zero in both of these equations, producing the following four f i rs t -  
order  nonlinear differential equations: 
Then, the f i r s t  harmonic t e r m s  in 61 a r e  set  equal to 
- -  df 1 - - u f 2  - Klf2( f l  2 t f 2  2 t fl t fi) t K2f3(f2f3 - f l f4)  , 
df2 = F1 t u f l  t Kl f l ( f l  2 t f 2  2 t f3  
dr 
t f:) t ~ 2 f 4 ( f z f 3  f l f4 )  9 
( A .  37) I - -  - Klf4(fl  2 t f 2  2 t f: t ft) - K2fl(f2f3 - f l f 4 )  , - - V f 4  df3 df4 dT - =  v f 3 t K f ( f  2 t f i  t f j  2 t fi) - K2f2(f2f3 - f l f 4 )  . 1 3  1 d r  
where 
K1 = K10 t AK1 
K2 = K Z O + A K 2  
(A .  38a) 
and 
. I 
t a l l  2 (312 t 191 - 715) - , 3 
2 p l l  A 
nK2 = - X K G 2  11 ' 
(A. 38b) I 
The form of Equations (A .  37) i s  identical with that of the set  of 
5 differential  equations derived by Miles 
pendulum. Therefore ,  the steady-state solutions of Equations ( A .  37) 
a r e  the same as  the two obtained by Miles for the spherical  pendulum. 
for  the undamped spherical  
These two steady-state harmonic solutions correspond to the zeros  
of df./dT for i = 1, 2 ,  3, 4 .  The first solution, called planar motion, 
is a steady-state fluid motion with a constant peak wave height and a 
single, stationary nodal dimeter perpendicular to the direction of ex- 
citation. The second solution, called nonplanar motion, is a steady- 
state fluid motion with a constant peak wave height and a single nodal 
diameter that rotates at  a constant ra te  around the container. 
planar motion, the solution is 
1 
For  the 
f = y ,  f = f  = f  3:o I (A. 39a) 1 2 3 4  
40 
with 
For  the nonplanar motion, the solution i s  
with 
where 
(A. 39b) 
F1 -1 
f l = y ,  f 2 = f 3 = 0 ,  f: = c2 = y 2 t r  y , (A.40a) 
2 
- 1  2 
v = - K 3 y  + K4y , 
K. 
(A.40b) 
(A.41) 
3 This solution i s  real ,  and hence exists,  for A 0 when Y t F1/K2=- 0 
-m 
3 and for y c  0 when y t F 1 / K 2 <  0. 
4 .  Stability of Steady-State Harmonic Solutions 
Stability of the steady- state harmonic solutions obtained in the 
preceding section will now be investigated. 
harmonic solution of Equations (A. 37) is denoted by the superscr ipt  (o), 
and the stability of such solutions is investigated by imposing a small 
perturbation f r o m  this steady- s ta te  solution and examining the subsequent 
motion. 
the solution i s  called stable; if the motion increases  with t ime, the 
solution is called unstable. Mathematically, set  
A particular steady- state 
If the motion following the perturbation decreases  with t ime,  
f i (T)  = f;O’ t c.  e AT , (A.42) 
1 
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where f (O)  are  constants corresponding to  the steady-state amplitudes 
of the harmonic solutions of Equations (A. 37) and the c.  a r e  assumed to  
be small. Stable f . ( O )  solutions correspond to  v,alues of X with negative 
r ea l  par t ,  and unstable solutions correspond to  correspond to  values 
of h with positive real pa r t .  
( A .  37) neglecting products of c 
fi‘O) a r e  solutions of Equations (A.  37) leads to  the following set of 
ho mog en e o u  s alg e b r a i  c equations : 
i 
1 
1 
Introducing Equation (A.  42) into Equations 
and imposing the condition that the i’ 
d4 1 d42 d43 
- -  
0 
0 
0 
0 
I J  
( A . 4 3 )  
where 
- 
d l l  - 
d12 - 
- 
- 
d13 
d14 - 
- 
I 
2K f ( O ) f  (O)  t 1 2  4 
K2f;OI2 
# 
(o)2 
2 2 
d21 = v t K1 + f3  ( O l 2  t fro) 1- K2f4 
d22 = d l l  ’ 
43 
d34 = v t K 1  - K2f/Ol2 , 
(0)2]- K f ( O )  2 , 
d43 = v t Kl[f/o)2 t f j 0 l 2  t f4 2 2  
d44 = d33 
/ 
(A.  44) 
(Cont . )  
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Since Equation (A.43) is a homogeneous set  of equations in c i’ 
Setting this determinant equal to zero  yields the allowable 
nontrivial solutions will exist only if the determinant of the coefficients 
in zero.  
values of A .  
roots of the resulting equation in A .  
The question of stability reduces to an examination of the 
a .  Planar  Motion Solution 
The steady-state planar motion solution found in this section 
was given a s  
(A.45a) 
where 
(A.45b) - 1  2 v = - F l y  - K1y . 
Introducing Equations (A. 45a) into Equation (A. 43) ,  setting the 
determinant of the coefficients of c .  equal to zero,  and expanding 
resul ts  in 
1 
4 2 
A + ( M 1  t M2)h t M1M2 = 0 , 
where 
M1 =I O 
0 
2 v t 3K1y 
0 
(A.46) 
( A . 4 7 )  v 
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The roots of Equation (A.46)  a r e  
and 
+ (K1 - K2):] = - F l y 1  (Fly1 (A.48b) 
The boundary between stable and unstable planar motion cor -  
responds to A 1  = 0 and h2 = 0 .  F r o m  A = 0 ,  it i s  found that: 1 
Later ,  it is seen that K1 =. 0,  so that f rom Equation (A.45b) these 
values correspond to 
2 F r o m  A = 0,  2 
y = foo and y = - (2j'3 ' a r e  obtained. 
When Equation (A.45b) is used with K1 0, it is found that 
these values correspond to 
(A.49b) 
(A.50a) 
(A. 50b) 
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Figure 2 summarizes  the regions of stable and unstable planar 
motion. 
b .  Nonplanar Motion Solution 
The steady-state nonplanar motion found in this section was 
given a s  
where 
(A.  51b) - 1  2 v = - K3y + K 4 y  
The requirement that 5 be r ea l  demands that c2 > 0, which, in turn, 
indicates that this solution is not valid when y l ies  in the range 
(A.  52) 
Introducing Equations ( A .  51a) into Equation (A.  43), setting 
the determinant of the coefficients of c.  equal to zero,  and expanding 
resul ts  in 
1 
(A.  53) A 4 t ( M 3 t M 4 ) X  2 t M 5 M 6 = 0  9 
where 
2 2 
and 
= u t K 1 ( ~  + 5 )  * d12 
(A. 55) 
Introducing Equation (A .  51b) into Equations (A .  55) and ex- 
panding Equations (A .  54) yields 
M3 t Mq = I (A.  5 6 )  
- 1  
2 
M5Mg = 4K2 ( K 2  - 2K1)F1y 
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Table 3 .  Domain of Stable and Unstable 
Nonplanar Harmonic Motions 
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